SPANIARDS IN AFRICA
Fernando Ballano
Pirates, explores and soldiers

Synopsis
The presence of Spain in Africa not only focuses on the protectorate of Morocco. Thanks to
the journalist and traveller Fernando Ballano, we know many historical facts unknown, forgotten, curious or hidden about the presence of Spaniards in the African continent.
The export of gravestones in the 12th century to Niger, the discovery of the sources of the
Blue Nile, the exploration and colonization of Guinea and Sahara, the existence pirates from
Extremadura who came to form an independent Republic in Morocco... a work that takes us
into places and situations which we did not know despite its proximity
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Sales pitch
-Its author is one of the few specialized historians in the history of Africa. It is also a great traveler who has study deeply in situ, through many years of research, all the situations that he
narrates.
-This title presents unknown and new stories about unusual adventures of Spanish people in
Africa.
-It is a demystifying work that breaks topics and provides proven information on false or
wrong beliefs in our history.
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-It presents exciting, fast-paced, curious and surprising historical facts that make this title an
entertaining work that will delight both lovers of trips and adventures.
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